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goods, putting them somewhere or using them.
This monthly magazine,“Hi Genki”is also one of
the Ki goods which you can receive Ki by reading
and looking at it. The reason why it is published
monthly is because Shinkiko energy is gradually

In the last month's issue I said that if you receive

becoming more powerful. So, the amount and the

Ki while being conscious of doing it, you will

quality of energy being emitted differs between

be able to tune to the new vibrating energy of

the older issues of“Hi Genki”and the newer

Shinkiko and to absorb the energy more and that

issues. I suggest that you always tune to the

the main thing was to be conscious of receiving

newest issue while you read it; it will not be the

it. This time, I am going to talk mainly about what

same as when you read a normal magazine or

sort of things you are likely to miss out in your

book. Even if you do not normally read, just take

daily life, in order to absorb Shinkiko better.

the magazine in your hand and be conscious that
you will receive and tune to Ki while you look at

It is not only Ki goods that transfer the

it. It all depends on the“switch”in your mind.

vibrating energy of Shinkiko

Please remember that a slight change in your mind

In the last month's issue, I said that Shinkiko

affects the amount of Ki you can absorb.

energy comes from the universe and High Genki
and Ki goods that work like a transmitter attract

Your attitude counts when visiting a center

the energy; and that if you receive Ki from them

The space of all the SAS Shinkiko centers

while being conscious that you are tuning to

located across the country transfers Shinkiko

the new vibrating energy of Shinkiko, you will

energy. Due to the synergistic effect of

be able to absorb it more. Especially, if you be

the space and the Ki goods and High Genki

conscious of anything related to Shinkiko such as,

apparatuses provided at each center, you can

this monthly magazine“Hi Genki,”each Shinkiko

receive more powerful Ki. So you can receive

center, the Shinkiko Retreat Seminar and the

Ki by just being at a center, but the amount of

chairman's Shinkiko session, you will be able to

Ki you can absorb will depend on whether you

absorb the energy more. I will explain in detail

can be conscious of Ki. For example, you use

about the things you are likely to miss out in

a center as a meeting spot to meet your friends.

doing it.

You go to a center since it is an appropriate spot
to meet him or her, without thinking about Ki; you

Making use of the monthly magazine“Hi Genki”
You can receive Ki either by holding ordinary Ki
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have enough time until the appointed time, so
you receive Ki. You will easily be able to absorb

the energy, especially the vibrating energy of

they pay the fee and start receiving a strong

improved Ki, if you are conscious of it; but without

Ki. So, I suggest that you be conscious of Ki

being conscious, you will not. Anyone would

immediately and decide to participate.

think that the Shinkiko centers that are filled with

You can also receive Ki even after you left the

positive Ki are more appropriate for a meeting

place where the seminar was held by recalling

spot than other places with negative Ki. But

the seminar. Making use of a leaflet on“gyou ,”

with a slight change in your attitude towards Ki,

(literally means training) which is given out during

the amount of Ki you can absorb differs greatly.

the seminar, a certificate that certifies you as

At each center, various events are often held in

a Shinkiko energy transferer and a certificate of

order to let customers make use of positive Ki. If

completion for the seminar will also help you to be

you are going to participate, please focus and be

conscious of Ki.

conscious of receiving Ki.
Also, by making use of the energy that gathers

The Shinkiko Retreat Seminar is held once a
month, and as a consequence, this is gradually

at each center, we have started a service to

improving the vibrating energy of Shinkiko. To

remotely send Shinkiko energy to customers.

get used to tuning to the evolving energy, I

Please contact your nearest center; it is much

suggest that you constantly participate in the

easier to apply for it than to apply for Shinkiko

seminar.

demonstration offered during a chairman's session
and the four-day intensive Shinkiko session.
I have said that the Shinkiko energy is changing

Making use of chairman, Masato Nakagawa
Like various Ki goods and the centers, I, the

day by day. So I suggest that you make use of

chairman of SAS, Masato Nakagawa seem to

our centers constantly, once a week or month, in

attract light.

order to be able to tune to the energy easier.

recognize me as the one who maintains and

Thanks to many spirits who

spreads Shinkiko, I am getting so much invisible
Making use of Shinkiko Retreat Seminar

support. I feel so grateful for them. I am always

Shinkiko Retreat Seminar is also one of the

working hard to devote myself to live up to their

things that attracts Shinkiko energy. We have

expectations without slacking off. That is why

made use of many Ki goods in order to make the

I run chairman's sessions, seminars and Shinkiko

seminar full of good positive Ki, but it is not the

lessons in order to let participants make use of

“place”that attracts Ki. As I said before, even

the energy that comes to me. In sessions at

if the venue of the seminar changes, you can

centers and in Shinkiko Retreat Seminar, the light

receive a strong Shinkiko energy. We owe it to

attracted to each participant combines with other

the support from the spirits who had some kind

light and brings about a synergistic effect. The

of connection with the seminar. Their light that

effect will be greater if you bring along your High

supports us does not stay in one place; it keeps

Genki and Ki goods and use them in seminars and

in touch with the seminar itself. So if you be

sessions. You can also receive Ki by just talking

conscious of the seminar, you can receive Ki.

to me face to face. Please feel free to take

Those who cannot afford time to participate in the

advantage of these things.

seminar become able to gradually receive Ki and
may get away with troubles, if they really think

（中川雅仁のよくわかる真氣光教室 2008 年 4 月号より）

they want to participate. Some people sometimes
experience favorable turn reactions the minute
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